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Option 1 – the simplest face covering
This simple face covering is perfect for a novice sewer.
The choice of fabric is important: use a tight-weave fabric, such as cotton, cotton
lawn, polycotton or quilting squares. Avoid using stretch or synthetic fabrics, but you
could use pillow cases, duvet covers or men’s shirts. The fabric must be washable
and you should be able to hold it up to the light and not be able to see through the
weave.
You will need
Sewing machine or hand-sewing needle
Piece of fabric: measuring 31cm x 46cm
Thread
Ties: 2 hairbands (use lengths of elastic or shoe laces, if you don’t have any
hairbands)
NOTE: White indicates right side of fabric and the grey indicates the wrong side of
fabric in the diagrams.
Instructions
1. Fold your cut piece of fabric in half lengthways, right sides together and
matching the top edges together neatly.
2. Using a sewing machine or hand-sewing running stitch with a needle and
thread, join the matched edges 1cm in from the edge of the fabric.
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3. Turn the fabric right-side outwards, so that the stitching is hidden on the inside
and position the tube of fabric so that the seam is in the centre of one side.
Press flat (using an iron, ideally).
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4. To form the pleats (folds) in your face covering, fold the fabric 3 times as
shown (this will create 3 pleats). Pin or clip the folds in place.

5. Feed one short end of your pleated fabric through one hairband and do the
same on the other side (or position your lengths of elastic or shoe laces at
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either side of the face covering). You should have one hairband on each end of
the face covering.

6. Fold the ends of your fabric over the bands (or elastic or shoe laces) to encase
them in a loose channel either side of the face covering. Pin or clip in place.
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7. Stitch the turned fabric in place, using your sewing machine or a needle and
thread. Use a secure backstitch to hold the seam closed. If you used a length of
elastic or shoe laces, tie them around your head to the correct length to
secure. If you used hairbands, simply hook them over your ears. Your face
covering is ready to wear!

